
a drop of raspberry to bring in that burgundy a little bit. We 
used yellow lace for the centerpiece with sheets of music and 
pages of the story.” 

Another event the department does on a yearly basis is an 
Etiquette Dinner. “Our Career Services Department holds the 
annual dinner for seniors,” she said. “It is supposed to help them 
learn how to eat and what utensils to use for job interviews — if 
they are taken out to dinner for an interview. We are supposed 
to come up with challenging things for them to figure out how 
to eat, and they have speakers. It is a challenge to us to come 
up with different courses. We are supposed to come up with 
things that can challenge them.” 

A key for the department is staying on the cutting edge. “We 
have a captive audience, but we also want to be custom-making 
everything for their event, and make it special for their event,” 
said Flory. “To them, this is the most important thing, and to 
us it is a catering job, but we want to approach it as the most 
important event.”

While the school doesn’t have the resources to attend ev-
ery trade show, it does its best to follow the trends. “We go to 
NACUFS [National Association of College and University 
Food Services] and read magazines like On-Campus Hospital-
ity and search the Internet to stay in touch with what is going  
on,” he said. 

Staying ahead of the curve is very important to Pickens. “If 
I see something that might be a trend on the East or West Coast, 
I am going to try to do it here, before it actually gets here. We 
try to stay on the cutting edge.” —OCH

L
ike many colleges, catering is a good revenue generator 
for Hendrix College in Conway, Ark. Not only does it 
generate revenue for foodservice operations, but it is also 

important to fundraising for the school itself. 
“We do a lot of high-end events,” said Mike Flory, execu-

tive director of Culinary Services. “The thing about college 
campuses that is unique, especially at Hendrix, is that we have 
our student body, of course, but then we do a lot of fundrais-
ing and we are serving the school president in ways that are 
important for his fundraising needs. Of course, the people he 
is entertaining are very well educated in the culinary arts. We 
have to meet expectations. We are going to serve a very qual-
ity meal because they are using these events to raise money.” 

While events catered at Hendrix can range from small meet-
ings to large get-togethers, events for J. Timothy Cloyd, Ph.D., 
the president of the college, allow the staff to go all out. “I 
am able to exercise creative autonomy,” said Scott Pickens, 
executive chef.

“When we are dealing with the president’s office, money 
is not really the object,” said Flory. “It depends on what he is 
trying to accomplish for where we need to be. If it is 500 people 
at dinner, there are some restraints, but if it is 20 people, the 
budget is put on the back shelf for that kind of thing. The price 
is small compared to what is at hand.”

The president’s events are not the only chance for the depart-
ment, which does about $500,000 in business a year, to show off 
its creativity. It teams with the Murphy Foundation, a group that 
supports literature and languages on campus, on yearly events.  

“They bring special guests on campus and we provide dinner 
for the guests and faculty,” said Dawn Hearne, director of Din-
ing Services. “They have a yearly theme. We take their theme 
and create a meal for that particular dinner. Last week we had 
a composer here for a short story, ‘The Yellow Wallpaper.’ He 
took that story and composed an opera. We tied those two things 
together and created a theme of  ‘The Yellow Wallpaper.’” 

They incorporated themes from the story for the event. 
“When we did the dessert, we used a lot of Phyllo dough, to 
make it look like yellow paper,” said Pickens. “We had a lot 
of yellow in the salads. The tables were dressed with a lot of 
yellow. We had yellow and maroon cheeses.”

Catering Manager Cecilia Driver coordinated the event. 
“We used the maroon as an accent color,” she said. “We used 
calla lilies to represent yellow for the wall paper and white 
for the woman behind the wall paper. We also came up with a 
cocktail of orange juice and pineapple with champagne with 
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